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0 Every time he buries his pipe bowl deep
in the fragrant gay Christmas treasure-tin of
Prince Albert and tamps down a goldenbrown pipeful of this mellow-mild tobacco,
he'll think of you. The National Joy Smoke
— on Christmas and every day of the year.
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• Here's a grand gift
that keeps on saying
"Merry Christmas" long
after that festive day is done.
Two hundred rich, full-flavored,
cool, mild C^amels, all dre-scd up
in a bright and cheery holiday carton. No other wrapping is needed.
Your dealer has these Christmas Camels.
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R. J. Reynolds TobaccoCompany, Wlnston-B»lem. N. C.

We Say

"The War Is Over"
So

NOW IS THE TIME
TO RENEW YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION TO

HIKA

l

Do You Agree?
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"—.THE picture on the cover is a painting of Saint Joseph from a fresco in the
Chapelle de Saint Martin de Fenouillat, a church in the French Pyrenees. The
figure of Joseph forms part of a Nativity scene which dates from the twelfth
century.
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Once Removed
Anthony Hecht
I saw a piece of the hard-earned earth, a piece of the world,
Where the wind fell down on rocks, and a hundred sticks
Were all the forest it had, and the water curled
In a dark ring, in a hole.
The air was convulsed, the water split its face on the stones,
And the bitter weather blew keenly about my soul,
And nothing at all was there to interpret the groans
Or the palsy of the trees.
But perceiving this terror and beauty so perfectly married together,
I wanted to drop down on my paper knees,
And become some wind-bitten plant, and bend in the weather,
And I wanted to scream.
But I thought, "you could not measure the wind's magnificent stature,
Being a twig, and tormented as if by a dream,
Or a giant rock, permitting the season to fracture
Your crude, inarticulate face."
So I wandered away from that place where the quaking trees called out
And the wind fell down, I wandered away from that place
To find the difficult, dry words about
A forest of a hundred sticks.
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John T. Kirby

There's Always Frisco
"A Mr. Russell Harvey called three times.
Urgent."
The note was on Jim's desk when he got to
the office. He studied it for a full minute, then
began thumbing rapidly through the pile of news
releases alongside his typewriter in search of per
sonal mail. There was none.
He settled in his chair and lit a cigarette. Be
fore he could find Rusty's number in his memo
pad, the phone rang. It was Rusty.
It took Jim nearly an hour to locate the address
of the rooming house that Rusty gave him over
the phone. Most of the time he had spent walking
almost in a circle around a single block. Jim
thought he knew the section of Washington pretty
well: the sidewalk flower stall, cafes and antique
shops, the rows of decaying brownstone homes,
converted since the war into rooming houses for
government clerks. Rusty had said that the house
was just above DuPont Circle, but before he could
give directions, Jim had hung up.
He was afraid that by now Rusty might have
grown tired of waiting. Over the phone he had
refused to explain his request that Jim should
come up as soon as possible. Rusty was excitable,
Jim knew from experience, and the mission might
prove to be of little importance.
"For Chrissakes, don't make me go into any
involved explanation now," Rusty had exploded
into the phone. "Just get over here." Jim left
the office as soon as he could.
"This is Jim Hoyt. I'm gonna be gone for most
of the afternoon, in case anybody wants me,"
Jim explained to the office switchboard operator
from a drugstore phone booth. Jim was a reporter
for the Washington bureau of a national news
service.
Things had happened pretty fast for Rusty and
Jim since they landed in San Francisco just three
months before. Getting out of uniform, finding a
place to live, job-hunting — it had all been like
the repetition of some vividly-remembered dream,
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Jim thought. Sometimes it seemed more like a
nightmare, the speedy transition was so bewil
dering.
They had been pretty lucky in the war. Jim
and Rusty readily admitted this fact. They went
overseas together, served together through three
campaigns, and then came home together. Being
sent back to Washington on the same orders meant
that their discharges came through at the same
time. But most important, they were together
for the reunion with Peggy.
Rusty and Jim met Peggy two nights before
they shipped out from San Francisco. It was
Rusty who made the "discovery." He was pretty
drunk when he met her—it was a pick-up, actually.
They spent the last two evenings in bars deep
in the sprawling artist's colony on Telegraph
Hill. The lights of the bay bridges and ships
could be seen, and the harbor sounds carried up
the twisting streets leading to the wharves. The
three of them just talked and drank.
Rusty and Peggy hit it off pretty well, almost
from the moment they saw each other. They parted
on a promise to correspond. In the eighteen
months Rusty and Jim were overseas, Peggy de
cided that she wanted to get married as soon as
possible. Both Peggy and Rusty were already
married when they met, but Peggy received her
final divorce decree just a month before they
reached the States. She wired them the news,
and they received it the day they arrived in
Hawaii from Okinawa.
They had a wonderful five days in San Francisco.
It was arranged that they hold their reunion in
the same little bar where they first met. Peggy
was even more wonderful than Jim had remem
bered her. She was gay and witty, and although
she was not beautiful, she knew how to choose
her clothes to accentuate her excellent figure.
She knew how much they had looked forward to
the reunion, and she made it live up to their
expectations.
HIKA for

Rusty's divorce was still pending three months
after they reached Washington. It had been con
tested by Sally, his wife, when she found out that
he was coming home for discharge. They had
been married about five years when Rusty started
the divorce action while he was still in the Pacific.
Sally was slightly neurotic. It was the result
of an eye ailment that she had had for years, but
which now required frequent operations that were
extremely dangerous. She and Rusty had known
for nearly two years that they were heading for
divorce, but neither had ever suggested any action
before Rusty met Peggy.
Rusty finally wrote Sally of his decision to get
a divorce. But he never suggested that he wanted
to remarry. "She doesn't need to know," Jim
remembered Rusty remarking when they discussed
it with Peggy one day shortly after they arrived in
Washington. Peggy later told Jim that she would
take care of it." Jim often wondered if she had
written to Sally.
Jim did not see Peggy and Rusty often after
their first week in Washington. They met several
times for drinks or for dinner, and they were
to several cocktail parties together and to Daisy
and Hal Stewart's launch on the river just after
they were discharged.
Jim was curious about how the arrangement was
working out. He wondered whether or not the
match would endure more than the first few
months. There had been a number of complica
tions, among them Sally's refusal to grant the
divorce. And Jim knew that Rusty became irritable
when things became involved.
Just a few days before Rusty's phone call, Jim
had met Daisy Stewart, who had known the
Harveys when Rusty was a police reporter in
Atlanta. She told Jim that Peg had just started
working in a swank Connecticut Avenue women's
dress shop. Rusty wasn't making any money as a
free-lance writer, and Peggy finally went to work
over his protests. Rusty had sold a few short
articles, Jim knew, but living in Washington
was expensive. And both Rusty and Peg liked
to live extravagantly.
There's always 'Frisco — if things don't work
out," Rusty said rather prophetically to Jim one
day when they met on the street. Jim thought at
the time that Rusty meant it to be more than a
chance remark. But he said nothing.
Jim could see Rusty standing inside the vesti
bule door as he at last mounted the front steps
of the house. Rusty was wearing a worn leather
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flight jacket and khaki trousers, and he looked
very haggard. He gave Jim a sheepish grin through
the dirty glass door as he fumbled with the latch.
"What's all the rush? 'Dya run out of razor
blades or something?" Jim made a weak effort to
be jocular, although he sensed Rusty's concern im
mediately.
"Can't tell you here. Come on up to the room,
such as it is, and we can have a drink first. You're
looking good." Rusty avoided Jim's gaze.
He pointed for Jim to go ahead up the stairs
as he stopped to pick up several letters from a
long hall table. There were dozens of letters,
apparently separated according to floors, and ar
ranged in neat rows that stretched the length of
the table. Rusty searched expectantly through
them as Jim watched him.
They said nothing as Rusty ushered Jim into
a room at the end of a musty-smelling hallway on
the third floor.
"This is it, eh?" Jim said as he stepped into
the flat. It was a single small room, littered with
newspapers and clothes strewn from half-unpacked
suitcases. He looked out the single window. The
view was typical of the tiny alley courts in midtown Washington in late winter: barren, spindly
trees, the faded grass-plot, and soot-covered lawn
furniture.
Rusty opened the window and turned down the
flame in the circulating heater that stood at the
foot of the bed. Jim had noticed the strong odor
of gas from the heater as he walked in. It made
his eyes water. He sat on the edge of the bed after
dropping his topcoat and hat. Rusty swung the
only chair in the room away from the table where
he had apparently been typing. It was the same
typewriter Rusty had carried overseas, Jim noticed.
It still bore the mud and scars of the Pacific on
its case.
"How's the family? What have you been
doing with yourself? How's the new job?" Rusty's
tone indicated that the questions were merely a
formality.
"Okay," Jim shrugged and smiled, lighting a
cigarette. "What did you want me to come over
for?" He tried to hide his impatience at Rusty's
obvious stalling.
Rusty started to speak, then got up and walked
to a dresser across the room. He returned with a
bottle and two glasses. Although he sensed Jim's
impatience, he hesitated before answering his
question.
"Have a drink of scotch? Christmas present
5

from Mother and Dad. They know my tastes all
right," he said dryly. Without waiting for Jim's
answer, he opened the bottle and poured two
liberal drinks. He sat down again opposite Jim
before speaking.
"Sal's in town." He said it suddenly, almost
blurting it out. He kept his eyes on his glass and
peered at the light through it for several seconds
before drinking it in a single swallow.
"Well I'll be go-to-hell. Well I'll be go-tohell." Jim repeated it slowly, half aloud. He stared
at Rusty in incredulity. "How long has she been
here?" he asked finally.
"I don't know. Just found out yesterday."
"What are you going to do?" Jim asked after
another long pause, during which he continued
to hold his glass without drinking. He thought
that he had never seen Rusty so unsure of himself.
"I don't know. Haven't had time to decide.
That's why I called you. You're pretty good at
figuring out my problems," Rusty laughed hoarsely.
"Does Peg know yet?"
"I haven't had a chance to tell her. I mean I
haven't had the heart to tell her. She's got a
half-holiday today, though. She should be in
any minute. I sort of thought I'd break it to her
when she came in. Then I thought about you.
I needed company."
Jim whistled slowly. He looked at his watch,
then stared at Rusty as though waiting for him
to say something else. He noticed that Rusty
looked much more distraught than when he met
him downstairs.
"What'll I do, Jim?" There was a note of
desperation in his voice. He passed the bottle
across the bed without leaving his seat.
"Damned if I know. This beats the hell out of
me, Rusty. You have the damndest, rottenest
luck —."
Rusty nodded in agreement. He knew that
there were few details of his life that Jim did
not know after their years of intimacy. It was
obvious now that he was slightly drunk. He shook
his head slowly from side to side in bewilderment.
There was the sound of a key in the door. Both
of the men got up quickly. Peggy entered the
room before Rusty could reach the door. She
looked more striking than ever. Jim thought,
especially with her face flushed slightly from the
cold outside and from the exertion of climbing the
stairs. Her light coat showed her figure to ad
vantage. She kissed Rusty quickly, and turned to
Jim in a warm greeting.
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"What are you two up to—as if I didn't know,"
she said gaily, eyeing the scotch bottle between
them with exaggerated suspicion. Jim had seen
her ease through a tense situation like this many
times before. She knew Rusty far better than he
did.
Before either of the men could answer, she had
turned again to Rusty.
"You look like an unmade bed," she said to
him laughingly, rubbing her hand across his un
shaven jaw. The gesture was familiar to Jim.
Peggy did it frequently, and she gave it a par
ticular intimacy. It was both a caress and a probe
to discover Rusty's mood.
"What's the matter, Rusty? Is it about Sally?"
Rusty stared at her for several seconds. It was
obvious now that he was more than a little drunk.
He began to smile slowly, wryly, as he always did
when Peggy defied or challenged him.
"How the hell did you ever find out, Peg?"
Rusty's voice was filled with amazement and anger,
Jim later recalled. The shock of Peggy's sudden
question sobered him momentarily.
"Daisy Stewart called me at the store today
from the boat. She said Sally was down there with
she and Hal." Peggy sat down suddenly next to
Jim.
Jim watched her as she absent-mindedly pushed
an open vanity case under the bed with her toe.
She was stunningly dressed, he thought. He had
admired her from the first day they met, Jim re
flected, and she was conscious of his feelings.
Rusty rose slowly from his chair and picked up
another glass from the top of the littered dresser.
He poured an inch of liquor into it and handed it
to Peggy. She accepted it without a word, her
eyes fixed intently on his face. Jim and Rusty
exchanged knowing glances. Peggy had complete
mastery of the moment.
"What do you want to do, Peg?" Rusty broke
the silence finally.
"Stay right here of course." She turned her
eyes from Rusty's face and drank the liquor
quickly. Jim watched her face. It remained com
pletely impassive as she set the glass aside and
reached for her cigarette case. "Please don't act
like a damned fool."
"You aren't going to stay right here. I won't
let you." It was unusual for Rusty to remain so
calm, Jim thought. He had an explosive temper
that he had seen flare suddenly many times. He
began to feel uncomfortable about being in the
room. He poured himself another drink unHIK A for

steadily, and fixed his attention on his glass.
"There isn't much else I can do, darling."
Peggy looked at Rusty when she spoke, but she
turned to Jim with a half-apologetic smile. It
was unusual to hear her use the word in addressing
Rusty. She disliked the expression — she had told
Jim once — and it sounded strange and patently
cute now. Peggy had few affectations.
Rusty always paced when he was irritated or
upset. Jim watched him now, moving between
his chair and the bed, and he was afraid that
Rusty was going to lose his temper. His face was
slowly becoming livid with anger.
"Jim'll tell you what'll happen if you stay here,
God dammit He knows what Sally's like. If
she finds out about you — that we're living to
gether—His back was turned to Peggy and
Jim as he spoke. Peggy did not wait to see if he
would finish the sentence.
"What do you mean, 'if she finds out about me' ?
Daisy said she's been at your old place in Arlington
for about two weeks. She's with that stupid cousin
of hers — that damned Georgia bitch." Peggy
scarcely raised her voice, although she was strug
gling to control herself. She bit her lip nervously
and studied her red-painted finger-nails.
"That means she already knows about us, I
guess." As Rusty spoke finally, Jim noticed that
his fists were clenched behind his back. He was
still turned towards the window, but he turned
towards them slowly.
"Jim, would you want to go down to the boat
with me and talk to her?" Rusty was standing
in front of Jim. He fingered his cigarette ner
vously, keeping his back to Peggy. "She might
listen to reason if both of us talk to her. She
always liked you."
Jim started to refuse point-blank, but he checked
himself. He disliked having Rusty put him on
the spot, but he hesitated before answering for
fear that Rusty was seriously considering the idea.
Rusty was not in a mood to be defied. And Peggy
needed him there, Jim knew.
"I don't think that would be wise, Rusty," he
started slowly. Peggy was shaking her head as he
spoke. She had obviously discarded the suggestion
as impractical as soon as Rusty had spoken.
Jim hated the long minutes of silence. It was
agonizing, and yet he could think of nothing to
say to ease the situation. He thought of leaving,
or of suggesting that they all go out for something
to eat, but he knew that there could be no post
ponement of this moment, of the decision that
DECEMBER, 1946

must be reached.
A call of "telephone" from somewhere down
stairs broke the tension. Rusty was grateful for
an opportunity to leave the room. He hurried out
without speaking.
Peggy and Jim exchanged quizzical glances
from opposite sides of the room. They sat without
speaking for nearly a minute before Jim poured
two drinks from the bottle and walked over to
her. He watched as she slowly studied the glass
he handed her. He had a strong urge to leave
quickly before Rusty returned. But he knew that
he would stay as long as possible to spare her
from his angry sarcasm, his blunt, half-drunken
arguing. Rusty could be mean when he was drunk.
Jim wanted Peggy more than he had ever
wanted her before. The realization made him
turn away from her, although he knew that
she understood. When he closed his eyes, he
knew that he was getting drunk.
Rusty's voice carried from the pay-phone in
the hall below. He sounded excited, but Peggy
and Jim could not make out what he was saying.
Jim was the first to speak.
"Don't let Rusty go to see her if you can stop
him, Peg—if that's what you're thinking. He's
liable to get pretty excited and make things a
lot worse. Sally could be pretty nasty.''
Peggy turned away from him towards the
window. She was fingering a handkerchief, and
Jim wondered if she was crying. He watched her
as she smoothed her hair distractedly. It was long
and dark red and beautiful, he thought. He had
admired it many times.
"I'm going to tell him it's all over when he
comes up, Jim." She said it quietly and there was
no emotion in her voice. Her voice had sounded
the same way when she said goodbye to them on
the dock at San Francisco. There were no tears.
She just turned and walked away. Jim was re
minded of the scene instantly.
Peggy and Jim were through. Jim realized it
now . He started to turn around toward her, but
he heard Rusty's footsteps on the stairs. Rusty
opened the door suddenly. It sent a flurry of
papers off the table.
"Daisy just called. She said she can t talk
Sally out of it. They're both coming up in about
an hour. I didn't talk to Sally.
Rusty picked up the bottle and drained what
was left in his glass. He looked at both of them
as though to study their reactions.
"You may as well leave, eh Jim? Or better still,
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why don't you take Peg around the corner for a
sandwich?"
"I'll go ahead alone. Got to get back to the
office." Jim ignored the second suggestion. He
set his glass beside the bed and turned to look
for his coat. Peg retrieved it. She held it out for
him. Rusty was scattering papers on the table
looking for a cigarette.
"Thanks, Jim," she whispered. "I guess I'm
the one to blame. I wrote her a letter — I had to."
She bent over and kissed him on the neck. Jim
did not turn around. He knew he was drunk
and he was afraid of what he might say. As he
turned towards the door without looking at Peggy,
he noticed Rusty's querulous gaze.
"I'll probably give you a call some time tonight.
Thanks for the scotch. So long." Jim closed the
door quickly.
He wanted to wait for her, but he had no idea
how long it would be before she would leave.
He disliked the idea of a long wait in the dismal
downstairs hall. He thought of going to the
French cafe they knew around the corner.
For nearly five minutes he stood at the top of
the stairs trying to decide. There was no sound of

voices from the room at the end of the hall.
The stairway was very dark as far as the first
landing. Jim stopped to adjust his muffler before
the long table on which the afternoon mail had
been laid out.
One envelope caught Jim's eye. It was addressed
to Mrs. Russell Harvey. He fingered it for a
moment. It had been readdressed several times.
For the return address it bore, in neat script on the
reverse side, the name Peggy Hiller. It was post
marked Washington.
The torn fragments fluttered in the wind and
glistened as they stuck to the wet pavement. Jim
waited under the street-light, tearing the last
corner of the envelope into tiny scraps.
A bus slowed for the light at the intersection.
He had to whistle twice to make it stop. He
forgot to notice the destination as he stepped
aboard.
As he sat down in the seat behind the driver he
turned up his coat collar and dug his hands in
his pockets. It was getting cold. He thought of
Peggy, her long, lustrous hair, and the way her
lips had felt on his neck.
"There's always 'Frisco," he said to himself.

Adjustment
Philip Blair Rice
The asthmatic Parisian who thought too much about his past,
And he of Munich who brooded long on others' illness,
The half-blind one who turned from family rows
To follow the glissandos of a linguist's nightmare,
The other Irishman who frequented table-rappings
And saw the key to history in the moon's phases,
The ex-Prussian cadet who conjured Orpheus' voice
Out of the conspirings of his personal devils —
These men were mad, they lost themselves in symbols,
Turning away from reality and social adjustment;
Something had gone wrong with all of them in infancy,
All would have perplexed the child guidance clinics:
Taking words and ideas as ends in themselves,
When any pragmatist knows they are blue-prints for action.
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Douglas Nichols: Two Poems
ESCAPE
Westward the road heaves backward towards the center
Where like a pool life invites beginnings
To a boy who stood puzzled by the water
Submerging fresh a boys imaginings
And now while airy pools conjure before you
You wonder what the cool future holds
Pondering anew the unlikely fatal error,
The terror that is a pool's green solitude.
For body either plunged itself down deeply
Rising reincarnate; or flung a stone
Plash in the heart of the pit, spreading circles
To ground's periphery: those paths of green
Which are your Way and sped you on this highway
Where now a stone drops in the stomach's pit
As West you dive driving to new approaches
And hear the pines whistling the water's peace.

TO YOU, MY FRIEND
We laughed at those who thought our burden moral
Who out of thirst defined the grey horizon
As rich with fruitless groves where seedless baubles
Surrender brightly answering earnest orisons.
If only you will choose the proper doorway,
Knock and the shall open said the preacher;
But we refused the steps to heavenly glory
And prodigal we shunned the glass-eyed teacher
Who withering then from truth grew merely older
While we zigzagged as tough through four leaf clover
To find those apples sweet, our plucking bolder
Until the door slammed shut on staying younger.
We leave it shut to find the air lies heavy
As heavy is our doom like motors humming
But still we feel the moral act too huffy
And toss our heads and dance through life drum drumming.
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Oscar Emmett Williams

The Song of the Mountain Kings
Thou distant land, land unknown to me!
Not of my will have I come to thee,
Nor was it my steed that brought me here.
I've been led to thee by my recklessness,
By my courage and youth and my love for drink.
— Old Russian Folk Song
I
Greece after the war was no country of twisted
steel and burned cities. The fighting there had
been more intimate than that. Greek tears fell
on a country of charred farms, violated churches,
mass graves, ovens and bone pits; and on the re
mains of a glorious culture not entirely a matter
of columns, philosophy, art and drama, but rather
something inherent in all Greeks who love their
native land: a gift from a grateful, yet severe,
God.
It was during the hot Aegean July that I took
leave of my friend Demetrius Xaidziefthimou, a
student whom I had met in Athens and visited later
in Salonica. With real regrets I told him of my
plans to visit the Village of the White Rock, a
tiny hamlet tucked away in the northern moun
tains.
"There is only one road, though, and it will be
very dangerous travel, by yourself, anyway," he
pleaded.
"Why, Demetrius, you aren't trying to tell me
that there are ghosts and robbers there, are you?"
I replied teasingly.
"No, it's not that. It's just that the road is
so narrow, it's just a path, and there are no trucks
or cars ever on the road," he explained, propping
his bare feet against a chair and wiggling his
toes. He had walked many hours that day, showing
me the Alexandrian ruins, and his feet were tired
and dirty.
"Yes, I've already heard about that. But what
I want to do is use your uncle's burro. That way
I'll be pretty safe, don't you agree? What could
happen to me? Hmgh? Tell me, what could
happen to me during the day if I use a burro.
I certainly can't get lost if there's only one road."
"Why are you going, in the first place? You
don't know any one there."
"No, I don't know any one there. I just want
to go there. No particular reason for going.
Maybe I'll find a friend there."
10

"But you just don't find friends in strange
villages."
"I found you in Athens, didn't I. And aren't
you my friend ?"
Demetrius didn't reply to my question for a
while, and he bore a hurt expression, an expres
sion almost that of contempt. He spoke: "You
are so strange, sometimes. You talk about friends.
Do you remember Bill, your friend from America?
You left him, the first night he was in Athens,
you left him with a bunch of strangers at the cafe,
and he had to pay almost all of his money for the
bill, and spent the rest of his money locating you."
"I went with you that night, though, if you
remember."
"You went with me, all right, and you bragged
about losing him. Fie told me you two were
friends."
"Bill and I are friends, Demetrius, though it's
different from the way we are friends."
"If we are 'different,' then let's go together to
the village. I can go, if you want me to, you
know."
I replied humbly "Demetrius, I ... I just want
to go alone. You understand, don't you? I'm in
a strange country, and every thing is all mixed
up. You are the only one I can really turn to
over here, and yet I just have to turn away from
you for a few days. You do understand, don't
you?"
"Okay, then, I understand. We'll start getting
you ready right away. Are you sure that I . . . "
We were called at once into the kitchen where
there was a circular table covered with steaming
dishes of shish-ka bob, rice, and tea. Demetrius'
uncle held my chair for me as I sat down. He had
been very kind in inviting the two of us to spend
several days with him at his prosperous farm near
Salonica. Here were grapes for fine wines, long
beans, ochra, and fruit trees. There were lots
of rocks on his land, too, and this meant that he
HIKA for

had to practice economy in his daily work and
seasonal planning.
As soon as we had been seated some person
was rapping on the outer door. The uncle ex
cused himself; and when he returned he had with
him a young British officer who had dropped in
to deliver a message to Demetrius' aunt, who had
been inquiring about several displaced members
of her family.
"Hey, it's good to see youth, I say."
Demetrius introduced us. The officer was a
fine looking soldier, with a hand clasp that would
certainly be persuasive in any country, excepting
Greece and the Orient, where a politer, more re
fined clasp is expected.
"How do you find these antique lands, Yank?
Oh, I forgot that you are a civilian. Met a lot
of Yanks, though, before the surrender. Anyway,
I guess New York has the edge over this place,
hasn't it? London, too, of course. After the king
comes back I'm clearing out of here, and the old
man says that we may be London bound. Maybe
we'll be seeing the white cliffs before we know
what's struck us."
There was a momentary pause, and I offered
"Really, I've enjoyed this country during my short
stay. Have you ever been in America, by the way ?
"No" he said, almost apologetically, "no, but
give me a little time. You see, I'm an East Ender,
and I've really had it pretty hard. I've come a long
way in the service. I was an orphan, would you
guess it, and never had a trade. And without a
trade in London a man's liable to the worst. Well,
when the Bull gets in trouble with the Moustache,
I get dragged in feet first, and here before you,
you see a gentleman that was made. Well, when
I get out of the service, when, I'll get over to
America. To tell the truth I don't much like the
outfit. The clothes, I mean, not the fellows.
Pretty good bunch of fellows. Were you in the
service?"
"Yes, for about three years. I understand what
you mean about the swell outfits and all that,
but I still like to thing of soldiering as third
person plural."
"I think I get what you mean. Say, what put
you in mind to come to Greece when things are so
very rough here?"
I was not able to answer that one well, so I
told him of my plans to visit the village of the
White Rock.
"You won't be the same after that, chum. You
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know, the thing about Greek roads is that they
aren't even roads. Take Athens and Salonica, for
instance, the largest cities in Greece. There's only
a one track railway between them, and the road
isn't worth mentioning. I think that one of these
days we'll have to build them some real roads,
so they can travel like the rest of the normal
humans. And those mountains, they ought to
blast them to Hades, so you could get through in
reasonable time."
Demetrius' uncle had been following the Brit
isher's logic with care, and, after swallowing a
very large spoonful of rice, addressed the visitor:
"There is really little sense in moving our moun
tains. You ought to know that we have been
using those same mountains all through history
to save our nation, and more lately, to save other
nations."
"You're right, in a way," conceded the officer,
"but in this age and day they are only good for
the guerrillas."
"If you mean that, then I'll continue," said
the uncle, this time with raised voice. "Only the
guerrillas. Well, maybe the guerrillas won't even
want the mountains, much less the earth, the
next time we are told to be an ally. We are always
on the right side in the fighting, but each time
we win a war, we Greeks lose more than the
defeated ones."
"Well, it's all a matter of the way you look at
it. Say, I've got to be going. I'm glad I saw you,
though, and glad I met you, American. 'Give my
regards to old Broadway' and all that sort of
thing. Cheerio."
He rode away, as he came, unannounced, the
mover of mountains; and surrounded and over
whelmed by them in a strange land.
When we had finished eating Demetrius and
I went outside together. He had secured some
wine and cheese, which he placed in a saddle-bag.
I hopped on the burro, and Demetrius walked
alongside me for a half a mile, noticing that I
couldn't control the burro the way I wanted. Then
he chided: "She can't read your mind, and she
can't understand your profanities. She lost her
hearing in Salonica when someone stuck a fire
cracker in her ear during the holidays. But give
her a good swift kick in 'the traditional' and
she'll even dance for you."
We shook hands after that, and Demetrius
turned back toward the farm house. He was sing
ing an anti-fascist song he had learned in a con
centration camp far away in time and place.
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II
Several hours after I had started my journey
to the Village of the White Rock, and when the
sun was overhead, I came across a shady spot
under some young trees. I dismounted near the
trees, and tied the burro to a young sapling. I
was cramped from riding so long at such a monot
onous pace, and it felt good to walk about and
exercise. Not far from where I had stopped was
an old Roman aqueduct, possibly still in use, I
thought, since there was no sign of ruin, no piles
of bricks, no breaks in the masonry. It was a link,
another symbol, uniting cultures past and present
in the great enigma, Greece.
Where were the orators and musicians and poets
of the old days? Why, they were still in Greece,
just as the aqueducts and the Alexandrian ruins
and the acropoli and statuary, the drama and
the language. The orators now daily frequented
the coffee houses and the cafes: sitting in the open
and expounding their theses on war, love, food,
and comedy. And the musicians, they were still
around, on the streets, in the bazaars, and in all
of the little cafes and cabarets. And in the moun
tains, too, where the old ballads of love and
honor are still being sung. The poets? there
was Christos, who sat by the moon-lit quay
improvising to the music of his mandolin hour
after hour, year after year, and drinking Samos,
or Mavrodaphne, or perhaps Ouzo. They were
all still there in Greece, living, visible, audible, and
responsive; and above all, Greek; still priding
themselves on the love of leisure and purposeness of moderate achievement. It had been these
people who adapted the practicalities of the East
ern "know how" in physics and mathematics to
the "know why" of the Greek philosophy. These
were the people, Demetrius, his uncle, their
friends, who were sold in slavery not half a century ago in Turkey, who had borne the millions
of crosses during over a thousand years of occupation. And now, these same people, Demetrius,
his uncle, their friends, were free again, and lov
able and loving. Above all they were Greeks,
reserved in accomplishments, yet unchecked in de
votion to a native land.
There, playing on the rocks closer to the acqueduct, rocks from which one could drop a hundred
feet straight down to a small stream below, were
two young children chasing one another and call
ing Echo out of the mountain. Suddenly their
shouting ended. They had spotted the stranger.
They ran towards me. When they were within
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speaking distance they stopped, out of breath and
panting, and then resumed a slow, affected walk,
and in gasps of talk asked me to account for
my presence.
I explained my purposeless journey as best I
could. They looked at me as though I were some
strange devil from a legend of the hills.
"Do you want this?" the little boy ventured.
He handed me a small ancient coin bearing the
bust of Philip of Macedon. I had already ac
quired many relics during my travels in Greece,
yet I offered to buy it from him, out of understand
ing, a foreign understanding to be sure. Such is
the plight of all strangers in all of the lands over
the earth, this foreign understanding, this Cook's
Tour logic, this maternal idea of looking after the
world's children.
"Oxi, oxi," both the little boy and girl ex
plained. "No, no, it is not for sale. It is for you,
it is a gift."
"Thank you so much," I replied, taking the
coin and placing it in my shirt pocket, "thank
you so much."
Trying to return a favor, I offered them the
cheese and wine which Demetrius had given me.
They accepted my invitation, and sat down with
me in the shade.
"You are English?" ventured the little girl.
"No, I am an American."
"They looked at one another with surprise,
then laughed suddenly, explaining that I was the
first American they had ever seen. I thought of
the time in Salonica when the little street beggar
had stood behind my chair in the garden cafe.
He stood there in one position for half-an-hour,
just staring. At length I turned to him and asked
him whether or not he liked my looks. It was
nothing like that, he said, it was just that he
wanted to get a good look at an American.
After we had finished the cheese, the girl sang
a mountain ballad about a mariner who had left
his mother and wife (who was to bear him a
son) for the wars; he was killed. The wife and
mother then placed their faith in the young
child, who, sadly enough, was in turn killed at
sea for the glory of his country.
Then I sang ballads from the American hill
and prairie, such songs as "The Little Mohee,"
"Billy the Kid," and "Boll Weevil." They re
sponded to my singing with laughter and mockery,
teasing that I was singing the kind of songs the
British soldiers sang. They meant the Western
tradition in music, I believe, for in no part of
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Greek civilization is there a more Eastern influence
than in music.
Later the children danced for me, and before
running back to play, thanked me for all that I
had done for them: for the cheese and wine, for
coming to Greece, for talking with them. I
graciously said goodbye to them, knowing deeply
that their gift to me was far greater than mine
to them. And I hope that they realized this, and,
in knowing, had pride.
When I resumed the journey I was much lighter
in spirit than I had been before. And astonished,
too. There were, then, two young children in this
Europe-after-the-War who were not thieves. It
had been so different in Warsaw, where so many
as a dozen had attached themselves as my en
tourage, with hopes of a cigarette, some gum, a
zloty, anything. Little Tadeus, the ten year old
who took me home from the cabaret, carried a
Luger, and used it on occasion. Wanda and
Leokadya, the good little war orphans, who picked
pockets. Little children, pimps, first communi
cants, thieves, smiling little children, pilferers,
little children with swollen bellies, altar boys, in
Europe-after-the-War. The generation of lost
youth, motherless, hopeless, better lifeless, those
who would defile the steps of the cathedrals.
Perhaps there was some hope, another Greek idea,
like their laws and legacies, that might lead the
way out of chaos again. But little Greek children
seemed so different from other children. They
were always alone in courage, alone in pride, alone
and enduring.
Ill
It was dark when I first saw the Village of the
White Rock. I had traveled the narrow and wind
ing dusty road almost a whole day, and now the
cool night air of the high altitudes made me sit
up straight and want to move along faster, but
the animal would not respond, and continued
clop .. . clop .. . clop. . . clop until the village was
before us. It was a small village, a bold relief in
a frame of hills lit up in the moonlight. There
were a few lamps and candles in the windows
along the way, but the moon, the best reflector,
helped me locate an inn at the edge of the village.
I walked into the open door of the inn and
asked for a room. The attendant said that I
could stay there for several nights, and asked for
a payment in advance. He was an old man with
wrinkled features and a knotted cane, and he
looked at me for several minutes before speaking
to me again, ever wary of the stranger from a
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distant land.
He poured me a cup of coffee, the rich thick
coffee of Greece and the East, and still kept his
silence. I sipped the coffee slowly.
"I'll take you up now" he said with an abrupt
ness that caused me to spill the coffee.
"No, I'll come back later for that," I explained.
"Indeed," said the old man, "I'll be asleep later.
I'll show you now, please."
I rose and followed him up a narrow stairs.
"It's that room at the end of the hall, straight
back. It will be all right to leave your door open.
Do you want to eat here?"
"No. No, I'll be eating elsewhere. Now that
I know where the room is I think I'll be leaving
for the village. I have ... I mean I'm looking
for a friend here" I lied, though there might be
a friend here, even in this strange country, even
in the imprisoning and stately mountains which
the young British officer would some day remove
from his path.
After leaving the old gentleman and the inn,
I walked through winding streets and alleys, and
over the rough cobble stones, being pointed out,
all the way, by the observant and careful natives,
as a stranger.
Once I saw a young girl, alone, with the very
blackest long hair and full body, but she didn't
notice me. Or if she did, she did it indifferently.
When I found myself in front of a small cafe
which seemed very alive with music and con
versation, I turned and entered as a well-meaning
intruder would, but still as an intruder. I took a
seat at an empty table behind a large potted plant.
Several people had turned to watch me. They
were not the people of the cities. Here was none
of the polish of the Athenian cabarets. Individual
voices could be heard above the polite hum, and
laughter was spontaneous, something more than
the mood of an evening. For the most part the
villagers were happy, and this was a part of their
lives, this wine, this music. The student of Greek
life knows only too well the distinctions between
the people of Greece and the people in other
countries. Schola, or leisure, is the word for un
employment; and aschola, or lack of leisure, is the
name for the employed. In the days of Pericles
the Greek was not a "person of leisure" as we
know that word; nor is he today. Instead, he
believed, and still does, in leisure as a part of the
life of all citizens, and not as an "escape from
reality." Their reality means living all the man
ifestations of happiness: the toil, the Olympics,
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the wines, the music, the oratory, the poetry, the
state.
Soon a waiter appeared. I asked him for a bottle
of retsina and for apples. If the sweet wines of
Greece have never been able to penetrate the tight
walls of the Westerner's wine cellar, the same
thing can be said about this retsina, a bitter drink,
usually the color of resin, in which the ancient
formulae of the Eastern world are still to be
found. The resins have a long history of use in
perfumes, incense, and even in the processes of
embalming; and, of course, in the making of
drinks. So delicate is the drink retsina that if the
Athenian product is shipped to Salonica, the con
noisseur will know the difference. The finest
retsina is made around Athens, and shipping the
product across the ocean to London or New York
would be as successful as mixing pousse cafes with
an egg beater.
The waiter reappeared with my order, just as the
small band started playing a comic number Duce,
Dace, a song which mockingly hails II Duce. It
was apparent during the war that the ancient
animosities between Rome and Athens were not
dead. Here was the song, not blood-lusty and
mournful, but high spirited. Didn't the great
Roman conqueror subject the proud Hellenes?
Yes, but did not the Greek culture shape the
Roman civilization? Was not the court language
of the Caesars Greek rather than Latin ? Yes, but
the Greeks had still been defeated. And in the re
cent war didn't the Greeks win against the Ro
mans? Yes, according to the documents they were
on the winning side, but, as Demetrius' uncle had
added: "Each time we win a war, we Greeks lose
more than the vanquished." It was a time of
tears and irony, and a bad joke.
Later in the evening a soldier and his girl en
tered the cafe, and went to a rear table, where the
waiter stood signaling to them. If not a rarity,
then seeing Greek soldiers having a good time is
a thing to marvel at. For the Greek soldier re
ceives the equivalent of one American dollar for
an entire month, and in a country of inflation and
scarcity that is but the barest pittance/ He lives
in a tent on rocky ground, and finds it difficult to
get back and forth to town and camp. Usually a
nroprietor will treat him to a drink or two, and
the Greek people take them into their homes;
yet this is not the charity of the Western world.
The music which had been played throughout
the evening suddenly stopped, when it was an
nounced that the soldier was to sing ballads from
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the mountains. The talking at the tables likewise
stopped and the soldier started his song.
The song was one of the ancient songs of the
mountains, a poem set to music. There was drama,
there was the feeling of the soldier Pericles and
the soldier of the modern country. I have never
since head a voice of such fine quality, and I was
not the only person there that night who was thus
affected. Others were praising the performance
with loud superlatives. I, the foreigner, was not
alone in this.
"Waiter! waiter!" I shouted. He came running
over to the table.
"Waiter, tell the soldier that I enjoyed his song
very much. I know he hasn't much money, so take
him a bottle of wine with my compliments and tell
him that he must sing again. He can join me, he
and his girl, if he likes."
"I'll tell him," said the waiter, "I'll tell him as
you say."
Perhaps I had found the friend I sought all the
time. He would come over to the table and
drink with me. We would go to Salonica together
and see Demetrius and have a wonderful time.
I would take him many places and buy him the
finest wines in Greece. Who was I, to show Greece
to a native? An American, yes, but I had the
money and the connections and could move about
freely. That was my' letter of introduction to the
friend whom I sought. It was a good recommen
dation.
The waiter had returned.
"Did you tell him?" I asked.
"Yes, I told him."
"Is he coming over her to join me? Or does
he want me to go to his table?"
I told him what you said" the waiter replied,
"and he told me to tell you this. He said 'Tell him
that I am glad he enjoyed my song. Tell him that
I am a Greek soldier and a man of honor. I cannot accept his wine. Instead, I'll buy him a drink,
and toast to his good health, and sing the song
again.' Do you understand, sir?"
"Yes." Yes, I understood only too well. But
there was a great difference. Where was I in
place and time, and why was I there at all ?
I left the cafe soon after the soldier sang the
song for me, and toasted my health with a smile
on his lips.
It was then that I decided to return to the city
that very night. Demetrius would still be there.
He would understand. Yes, the Greeks understood
everything.
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America's First "Self Steerer" in 1883
through streams and numerous quagmires. Only
seeing the spectacle was believing."
Sales of agricultural engines boomed. In 1876
and '77, a hundred horse-steered engines had
been made. By 1880 yearly production reached
500. Self-steering popularized Cooper engines
far and wide.
One hundred fourteen years of building engines
for agriculture, transportation and industry,
provide rich experience that strengthens the
outstanding performance and dependability of
modern Cooper-Bessemer engines.

T T NTIL 64 years ago, no one had ever seen
' an engine on wheels that steered itself.
So it was another revolutionary product that
Cooper-Bessemer introduced on its Fiftieth An
niversary . » . a "self steering' traction engine.
The acclaim was even greater than when Cooper
brought out the original farm tractor, a horsesteered steam engine that ran without benefit
of track.
"People saw the monster, like a thing of life,
travelling up the Petersburg road," wrote one
enthusiast, "up and down hills, across bridges,
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Oscar Emmett Williams
THE SORROWS OF THE WICKED
ARE MANY
A Vision
I
In the worn catechism
The Spontaneous Mind
Made the blind
See the Deadly Seven
And walk away, even
As you tried,
But twice despised
Those who avoided them.
You met them there
Sleeping under
The cold cover
Of the night's long bed.
In the morning they fled
The stale scars
Of false horrors
And went out as before
To find the terrible decay
Of a day fresh
With plucked flesh.
You went out searching,
Thinking hard and whispering,
Soft as the hush
Of cathedral plush,
To the dying, dishonorable day.
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II
Far from the covers of night
Dore faces
In winged carcasses
Flew down and tore out your eyes
And flew, dripping blood, to the skies.
Helpless you fell
To a solitary hell
You felt with your soul for sight.
In these lone caverns
You fled
Your pride
And naked knew the shame
Of the black and paltry game,
Hiding
And seeking
In easy scape-goat patterns.
Ill
It came and you saw all:
The birds at rest
In a golden nest,
Your blood on the hills and moors.
Polyxena was there with oars
Of carved bone
And soft stone.
You followed her clear call
And left your strange shelter
For the waters and stood
By your own blood;
The rivers ran through your soul.
Ectoplasmic gulls
Tore out
Of your heart
In pain, and hushed their hunger.
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John O. Enders, II

I Am Not So Sure That There Were
Ever Any Sundays At The Shore
I pick up the pebbles and she drops them into
a small leather bag. We move slowly along the
barnacle shelves until our feet bleed, then down to
the water and all that salt is there with a quick,
stinging vengeance. I keep asking her why she
comes to the beach with me on Sunday, that is,
only on Sunday, when as much of the sea as
either of us is able to appreciate is full of long
needles. To reply she knows that she must search
the rocky crevices, the overhanging granite crags
beneath which no light comes, and locate a single
starfish. I watch her beginning to roll up her
sleeves and fumble among the rocks. She suddenly
becomes lost to consciousness in the complete ab
surdity of the situation. I am not certain whether
she shall ever find a starfish and thus be able to
answer me in concrete terms, because these vaguely
purple creatures have bloody-dot eyes and live,
for the most part, in a Sunday sea of flashing
needles. Momentarily they are stranded above
the tides but then it is not a mere matter of
discovering them, but also of detaching them from
the rocks, the overhanging granite crags; and
assembling some meaning for them among the
infinite mutations of tide and time. A thin veil
of disquietude descends upon me as I endeavor to
apprehend the hidden implications of the scene
at hand. A slight terror is here beside the granite
crags. I am uneasy. Her white arms are probing
the dark depths of one pool-above-the-sea and I
am reminded that there should be no active con
trast, a thick, sulphurous quilt of clouds having
been drawn up over the water; and there should
be no contrast here. Yet she is beside me with
a slight terror lingering in one, dark pool and,
of course, there are no starfish to be found. I am
undecided what plan of action to take. Should
I plant those twin white arms in the sky and let
them search for ethereal starfish or should I just
pretend that there is no Sunday anymore?
*
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The railroad sends a fisherman's train tugging
through most of the cruel winter mornings down
a warped peninsula of land to Block Island at
the end. I am usually aboard that train with
coffee in a thermos bottle and glimpses of sandy
coastline, punctured with oblique telegraph poles,
appearing above my morning paper. The engine
ahead wheezes in furious determination while at
the far end of my car numb hands are being ex
tended over a squat black stove. Wisps and
gestures of light appear across the water and
begin to grapple with the cool land. I realize that
the sun will be up within the hour and settle
back in my seat, tossing aside the paper, preparing
to witness the gradual accumulation of the things
of day. The train is stumbling to a halt and
presently stops behind a knot of summer shore
kiosks which seem somehow faintly familiar to
me. I cannot place them. I have never been on
this side of the peninsula before. There is no
thing here to justify my feelings and yet an instant
haul on consciousness sings in my memory. Some
thing might have been before and here it is again
but not so clearly delineated, not quite so sharp,
not here, but yes it is and oh, the train starts up
again. However, it has scarcely gathered speed
when a swift shock slams the various cars against
each other and we stop once more. Glancing out
of the window, I am able to catch sight of an
edge of sand; presumably a strip of shore property
connected with the previously noted summer cot
tages. A solitary figure, that of a young girl,
appears upon the sand and proceeds towards a
fringe of granite rock girding the bay. She com
mands my instant attention the moment I begin
to grasp the situation. A sulphurous quilt of
clouds has obscured the sunrise and yet her white
figure stands in bold relief against the saffrongray backdrop. I gaze at what seems to be an ap
parition, a myth in circumstance, a broken con
nection. I watch her bend over on the rocks and
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begin to roll up her sleeves. I can only stare until
the train begins to start again, shuddering in
wardly and clutching the paper between my ner
vous fingers. Some of it rips apart under my
grasp and slides to the floor. I am left holding
a scrap upon which are inscribed the words "Sat
urday, March the—." A warm sensation of relief
floods over me, charging my veins with new life
and pounding at my temples. The belated sun
pours a welcomed brilliance over the mouldy
green coach seats as the train picks up again. But
I must hurry. Today is Saturday and I am still
on the other side of the peninsula trying to break
through. The train is slow and tomorrow is
Sunday at the shore. I cannot afford to make any
mistakes. All connections must be complete from
Saturday into Sunday. Where I have half been
before cannot stand in the way of where I shall
supremely be forever, when every connection has
been accomplished and the problem set has been
surpassed.
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Yes, I pick up the pebbles and she puts them in
a small leather bag. It is Sunday once more and
we move slowly along the barnacle shelves until
our feet bleed. It would be pointless to ask her
if she ever comes here on Sundays except with me.
No, I am certain that she never comes here because
the road is too long, a matter of eighty miles, and
moreover there are no trains on this side of the
peninsula. She has told me that she never comes, '
and expressed much surprise when I questioned
her. The fact in itself was not important. I knew
that she would never come except when I was with
her. I was sure of that. And, as a result, I do not
think of different arms, ivory in a dark pool;
because the active contrast should not be here
along with the needles in a Sunday sea and still,
it is, it is. Her small leather bag is so very full of
pebbles and I am often apt to ask her just why she
comes to the beach with me on Sunday when as
much of the sea as we are able to appreciate
is charged with needles.
Thus, I was not surprised when that particular
dream led me to the fair. A merry-go-round was
whirling in the distance and I felt compelled to
become part of its crazy flight. It seemed that I
was completely alone, all the others, the gaudy
crowd, the balloons and dancers, having fled down
long, white corridors to the sea. Canned music
was blaring from overhead amplifiers and, as the
futile, wooden horses continued to charge around
DECEMBER, 1946
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their dismal circumference, I caught sight of a
sparkling pool of water in the distance. Several
canoes were tethered to indefinite stakes beside
what appeared to be a flimsy wooden quay. The
merry-go-round and the canned music dwindled
from their previously hectic confusion to a slow
monotony, and I observed that one solitary fig
ure, it was a girl, sat hunched over the quay-edge
dangling her feet in the water. Slowly, slowly
spun the chain of painted horses until I was
almost able to dismount. But no. The garish
music flared up again and the merry-go-round
began to rotate madly. I caught a final glimpse
of the girl bending over the quay-edge, rolling
her sleeves as if she had decided to churn the still
water into hilarious circles. But the dream broke
and I found myself gasping for breath, the radio
blasting in my ear and the words "Today, Satur
day, March the —" reverberating off the walls of
my tiny room. Saturday again and tomorrow com
ing. Connections have to be made and there is
not much time. I know that she has never been
to the quay-edge without me. It is much too far
away. Not eighty miles in this case, but a matter
of the distances of dreams. She has never been to
the beach without me and tomorrow is Sunday,
Sunday.
Yes, I pick up the pebbles and she puts them in
a small, leather bag. But not today because it is
Saturday. Tomorrow there will be all those needles
in the tide and a sulphurous quilt of clouds drawn
up across the ocean. But now it is Saturday and
there is no spell to break, only the routine of
riding on trains, whirling on desperate merry-gorounds, experiencing the half-awareness, semireality and blatant clash of consciousness with once
remembered villas by the shore. Today, I can
not pretend that there is no Sunday anymore
because the promise of tomorrow lends enchant
ment to this present, weary hour and, even should
there be no Sunday, no actual shore (although
it is upon this reality that I must depend) no
pebbles, no white arms in an overcast sky, still
would I stand upon a Sunday of the soul and
breathe salt air.
You know what it means to discover a place
which you are certain that you have never been
to and yet it is familiar. You are aware of that
half-link in circumstance, that partial communica
tion, those well remembered pebbles in the blood.
I am sure that you have been here before, possibly
with me, walking on the sand and carrying a
small, leather bag full of the sentimental collecH IK A for

tions of the sea. I am certain that you have
rolled up your sleeves and searched for starfish
among a million rocky crags, right here, with me.
I know too, that in dreams you have seen me
spinning out beyond you where some earthly music
sprung from the ground and many colors washed
down lonely channels to the sea. Knowing this
as you do I am sure that the shock will not be
strange. And yet today I wander listlessly about
my room, feeling alone and detached. Something
has escaped me which I am unable to recall. The
telephone rings and I can scarcely hear it above
the din of the radio. Someone plays a strange
music upon a distant instrument. The telephone
is still ringing and I am not sure but that it is
actually part of some fabulous dream sequence in
which a distant instrument evokes fantastic music
from the ground. I lift the receiver and force it
against my ear. Clicking sounds are audible. They
strike my ear and sound like a flock of pebbles
dropping into a leather bag. They hit the bottom
. and a voice emerges. I gasp . . . Sunday? . . .
no, today is Saturday, March the . . . what? . . .
calendar not torn off . . . they took you to the
beach . . . you found all the starfish — and the
sun was there, no clouds and needles on the
shore ... no white arms searching in the skies
. . . and now you have to go? . . . you say that it
is my fault; I wonder . . . yes, of course, I know
that you will never be back, that was the agree
ment . . . and Sundays? ... I'm not so sure that
there were ever any Sundays at the shore.
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